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Introduction
MIPS® Target Register Editor allows the user to view and change MIPS core registers and memory mapped
locations. Register names, indexes, addresses, fields, default values, and symbolic field names are specified in
XML in a Register Definition file. Example register definition files are provided to display standard register sets.
Additional files can be created to display memory mapped peripheral registers for custom devices.

Using Target Register Editor in Navigator ICS
Target Register Editor is a standard debug view within Navigator ICS. When in the Debug Perspective, Target
Register Editor can be found in the Window Show View menu.

Running Target Register Editor from Navigator Console
Before running Target Register Editor you must first open Navigator Console and connect to the target. You can
then start up Target Register Editor from the “Tools” menu.

Target Register Editor can also be run from a command shell.
Windows users “cd” to the folder that contains regedit.bat (C:\mips\NavigatorConsole\tools\regedit) and enter
the regedit.bat command followed by “C:\mips\NavigatorConsole”, your probe serial number, and a device
number. For example:
regedit.bat C:\mips\NavigatorConsole 42278 0
Linux users would “cd” to the directory that contains regedit.sh (~/mips/NavigatorConsole/tools/regedit) and
enter the regedit.sh command followed by “/mips/NavigatorConsole”, your probe serial number, and a device
number. For example:
regedit.sh /mips/NavigatorConsole 42278 0
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The Target Register Editor Window
This is a screenshot of the Target Register Editor taken from the Target Register Editor Application started by the
regedit.bat command. When opened as a view inside Navigator ICS the only difference is that the menu items in
the main menu bar are contained in the view’s dropdown menu.
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Toolbar
The toolbar contains commonly used actions. Everything on the toolbar is also available via the main menu
items.

Load Map
Loads a register map definition file.
Create Map
Creates a register map file from checked registers on this tab (or optionally, all tabs).
Save All
Saves all the register values on the current tab to a file that can be reloaded at a later time.
Save Checked
Saves all checked register values on the current tab to a file that can be reloaded at a later time.
Discover Devices
Discover (or rediscover) all devices on the target. Discovery is a process by which registers are found to be
present or not based on rules encoded in the register database or user map files.
Refresh This Tab
Reads fresh values from the target for all discovered registers on the active tab.
Refresh All Tabs
Reads fresh register values for all discovered registers on all tabs.
Refresh On Halt
Reads fresh values for all discovered registers on the active tab each time the target is halted.
Refresh On Step
Reads fresh values for all discovered registers on the active tab after each single step.
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Case Sensitive
This toggle, when set, causes the filter box expression to be treated as case sensitive. The expression is not
case sensitive when not set.
Filter Descriptions
This toggle, when set, will apply the filter box expression to register and field descriptions as well as names.
Find Previous/Find Next
Jumps from the currently selected register to the prev/next register that matches the filter expression.
Show Device Selector
Toggles the visibility of the device selector panel.
Show Filter Box
Toggles the visibility of the filter box panel.
Show Detail Panel
Toggles the visibility of the detail panel.
Step Back & Forward
Steps backward and forward through the history of visited resources (in the order visited).
Revisit Resources
Revisit previously visited or checked resources.

Revisiting Resources
Target Register Editor provides features to make the task of navigating interesting resources easier. (An
“interesting” resource is one that is apropos to the current debug task.) In a typical use case you will be
interested in a subset of all registers displayed. One way to do this is to create a custom register map with just
the interesting registers. But for shorter tasks this might be overkill.
Target Register Editor keeps track of every “interesting” resource visited during a session. A resource is
considered “interesting” if it is visited for more than 1 second (or alternatively, if checked).
The Revisit Resource toolbar icon is a drop down menu that can show either (a) a list of all visited resources
(sorted in various ways); or (b) a list of all checked resources. Selecting any resource in the list will find and
select the resource in the register tree pane.
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What To List
This section of the menu tell Target Register Editor what to list in the Resource List section of the menu.
Target Register Editor can list either “visited” resources, or “checked” resources.
How To Sort
This section of the menu is only displayed when “List Visited Resource” is selected. The selection here
determines how the resources are sorted in the menu.
Sort Key
Most Recently Visited
Name
Most Frequently Visited

Description
Visited resources will be listed with the most recently visited
resources at the top of the list.
Visited resources will be listed alphabetically.
Visited resources will be listed with the most frequently visited
resources at the top of the list.

Resource List
This section of the menu contains all the visited or checked resources. Selecting one of these will navigate
the UI to the specified resource in the register tree.
Clear the List
This item is only available when “List Visited Resource” is selected. The “visited” resource list can grow quite
large during a long session. Selecting this menu item will clear the list and begin rebuilding it based on
future resource visits.
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In addition to the Revisit Resource menu, Target Register Editor also provides Step Back and Step Forward
buttons on the toolbar. These work just like the Back and Forward button on an Internet Browser. Pressing the
Step Back button will navigate through the history of visited resources. Pressing the Step Forward button will
navigate forward to the most recently visited resource. (If, after stepping backward into the resource visit
history, you select a new resource, the future will be reset. Pressing the Step Forward button at this point will
not go anywhere.)

Device Selector Panel
The device selector panel allows you to switch between different devices on the target system. For single core
targets this panel is not very useful (and it may be hidden by the user).

The snippet above is from a 3 core / 2 VPE MIPS 1004Kf CPS and shows the 6 devices present on the target
system. Note that while there may be a 7th device representing the Coherence Manager, Target Register Editor
does not show the CM device in the list.
Discovered Device
Device buttons with a green check indicate that the device has been discovered and is fully accessible.
Undiscovered Device
Device buttons with a red question mark indicate that the device has not been discovered. Devices in this
state are not accessible.

Clicking on an undiscovered device button will initiate a discovery process on the device. If the discovery
completes successfully, then the device button will change from a red question mark to a green check and the
discovered registers on that device will be accessible. If the discovery process takes more than a few seconds a
progress dialog box will be displayed. The discovery process can be cancelled by the user from this dialog.

Filter Box
The filter box panel is used to filter the list of registers in the register tree panel. This can be used to quickly find
a single register by simply typing the register name in the box. The filter expression can be any valid simple or
complex regular expression.
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Here is an example of an applied filter:

In this example, the filter expression is “MVP”. Registers and fields with a green background are matches to the
filter expression. The darker green background is the currently selected register. Using the Find Previous or Find
Next buttons will navigate between the matched registers.
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Here is another example with a more complex regular expression:

An applied filter can be cleared by clicking the Clear Filter button located at the right side of the Filter Box.
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Tabbed Register Tree
At the highest level, target registers are organized onto named tabs. Only one tab is visible at a time. Tabs are
selected by clicking on them at the bottom of the tabbed register tree. Within each tab, registers are further
organized into groups. Subgroups are not allowed and there must be at least one group. Each group then
contains a list of target registers, and each register contains an optional list of fields. The same register may be
included multiple times (for instance in different groups, or on different tabs).

Register Tree
This column contains the register tree organized as groups, registers, and fields.
Register
The icon next to each register indicates whether or not that register contains fields. Icons with a small arrow
on the lower-right indicate that there are fields. Icons without the arrow indicate registers that do not have
defined fields.
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Read Only Register
Read only registers are indicated by a blue text color (and by the indicator in the RW column, though this
column may be hidden.
1-bit Bit Field
A 1 bit wide bit field has a small switch icon indicating that the field has only two possible values. The value
can be set by entering 0 or 1 directly into the edit box, or by using the spinner control to the right of the edit
box.
Multi-bit Bit Field
A multi-bit bit field is any bit field that is more than 1 bit wide and does not contain a list of named values
(states).
Multi-state Bit Field
A multi-state bit field is any bit field (even a 1 bit wide field) that contains defined names for the values that
the bit field can take. The named values are displayed in a drop down combo box for selection.
Read/Write/Mixed Indicator
This column indicates the read-only, write-only, read-write, or mixed state of each register. A mixed state
register contains fields with different RW states. Fields can only be read-only, write-only or read-write, not
mixed. This column may be hidden if desired.
CP Register Number, Index, and Select
These three columns show the Coprocessor Number, Index, and Select values for any Coprocessor register.
These columns may be independently hidden.
Register/Field Values
This column contains controls that display and manipulate the state and values of registers and fields. A
green check indicates that the register has been discovered and is generally accessible for manipulation.
Other indicators are red question marks for undiscovered registers and red X’s when an error occurs while
reading or writing the register. (Undiscovered registers are not shown by default.)
Register Tabs
Clicking on a tab will show the register tree associated with the tab.
Status Tab
This special tab is always present and contains general status information including details on any errors that
occur while reading or writing to the target.
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Resource Detail Panel
The resource detail panel displays detailed information about the selected register or field. Each section of the
panel can be optionally hidden.
Mouse Hover
When the mouse is hovered over text in the detail pane, Target Register Editor will attempt to resolve the text
under the mouse to a known register or field resource. If it resolves, then the text will turn into a hyperlink and
clicking on the hyperlink will cause Target Register Editor to navigate to the resource.
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Register Details
When a register is selected, the panel displays the following information:

General Information
Displays general information about the register including name and address information. For Coprocessor
registers the CP Number, Index, and Select are displayed. For Memory Mapped registers, the memory
address is displayed.
Register Value
Displays the register value in various formats. By default only formats that “make sense” are displayed. For
instance, in the example above, decimal and floating-point are not shown because these do not really make
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sense for a register that contains bit fields. A preference is available that will force displaying all formats in
this section. Here is an example of the values displayed for a register that encodes a floating point value:

Format

Description

Bin

Binary

Hex

Hexadecimal

Dec

Decimal Integer. Not shown because it’s somewhat
meaningless for FP registers. Can be shown by setting
[View | Show All Formats]

DFP

Decimal Floating Point

HFP

Hexadecimal Floating Point

PS

Paired Single Floating Point Values. This is only shown on
registers that support this format (typically 64bit wide floating
point value registers). Even when [View | Show All Formats] is
set, this format will not be displayed for 32bit registers.

Register Description
This section displays the detailed full text description of the register.
Field List
For registers that contain bit fields, this section displays the full list of fields with bit positions, current value,
and short descriptions of each field.
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Discovery Information
This panel is not enabled by default. When enabled manually, this section displays detailed information
about the discovery process used to determine whether or not the selected register is present on the target
system. This information, plus enabling the display of undiscovered registers, can be used when developing
new register descriptions, or when trying to understand why a particular register is not being discovered.
If you do not see the details panel, check the state of the [View|Show Register Details] menu command. If you
do not see a section of the details panel, check the state of the items under the [View|View Details] menu to
ensure that the section is enabled.
Field Details
When a field is selected in the register tree, in addition to all of the information displayed for registers, the detail
panel shows the following additional information:

Field Name
The General Information section also displays the field name with start and end bit.
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Field Mask
The Register Value section also displays the field mask as a binary mask showing the field bits as X.
Field Description
Displays the full text field description.
Field Values
For fields that contain named values (states), a complete list of the named values is shown with the current
value highlighted in blue with an arrow next to it.
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Main Menu
When Target Register Editor is running as a separate application, the Main Menu bar is located in the usual place
at the top of the application.

When Target Register Editor is running as a view inside Navigator ICS, the main menu is accessed using the
view’s pull down menu:

File Menu
The File Menu contains the following items:
Load register map…
Opens a file browse dialog for selecting a new register map to load. Only a single map can be loaded. Any
existing maps will be removed prior to loading the new map.
Recently opened [menu]
This submenu lists the most recently opened register maps. This list is auto-populated when Target Register
Editor is first started with several example and reference maps. At the bottom of the list is an additional
command called Clear MRU list that will clear the list if selected.
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Auto load last map
This toggle controls whether the last loaded map will be automatically loaded the next time Target Register
Editor is started.
Create new register map
Use this command to create a new register map from checked registers on the selected tab (or, optionally,
from checked registers on all tabs). A dialog is opened to specify how and where to create the map.
Save all values from current tab…
Opens a file save dialog box to specify the location and name of an XML file that will save the values of all
registers on the current tab. Once saved, this file can be reloaded to restore the register values.
Save checked values from current tab…
Opens a file save dialog box to specify the location and name of an XML file that will save the values of all
checked registers on the current tab. Once saved, this file can be reloaded to restore the register values.
Save all values from all tabs…
Opens a file save dialog box to specify the location and name of an XML file that will save the values of all
registers on all tabs. Once saved, this file can be reloaded to restore the register values.
Save checked values from all tabs…
Opens a file save dialog box to specify the location and name of an XML file that will save the values of all
checked registers on all tabs. Once saved, this file can be reloaded to restore the register values. Individual
fields can be selected, in which case only the field value is saved.
Load saved values…
Opens a file load dialog box to specify the location and name of an XML file that was previous created using
one of the save commands. All register values saved in the XML file will be restored. Any register in the XML
file that does not exist on the target will be ignored. If an individual field was saved, then only the field value
will be restored (using a read/modify/write operation on the parent register).
Load default values…
Restores the default value for all registers on the current tab. Only registers that have a default value
defined in the XML register map will be set.

Device Menu
The Device Menu contains the following menu items.
Rediscover selected device
Forces a rediscovery of the selected device.
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Auto discover devices on startup
This toggle determines whether or not device discovery is performed automatically on startup. This is
checked by default.
Stop auto discovery on first discovered device
Only valid when [Auto discover devices on startup] is checked. When this toggle is not set, all devices will
be discovered during the discovery process. When set, only the last device in the JTAG chain will be
discovered. On multi-core multi-VPE devices, discovery can take a long time. Use this option if you do not
need to discover and access all registers on all devices. You can always discover individual devices manually
using the device selector panel.

Filter Menu
The Filter Menu contains the following items.
Find previous filter match
When a filter is applied, this will navigate from the currently selected register/field to the previous register
or field that is matched by the filter. If only filter matches are displayed, then this simply selects the previous
register or field in the list.
Find next filter match
When a filter is applied, this will navigate from the currently selected register/field to the next register or
field that is matched by the filter. If only filter matches are displayed, then this simply selects the next
register or field in the list.
Treat filter expression as case sensitive
This toggle, when checked, treats the filter expression as case-sensitive. When not checked, the filter
expression is modified internally to be case-insensitive.
Apply filter to descriptions
Controls whether the filter is applied to register and field descriptions as well as names. If not checked, then
the filter will only be applied to group, register, and field names.
Show siblings of matched registers
When checked, all sibling registers within a group that contains a filter matched register will be displayed.
Use this if you are looking for a register, do not know its name, but know that it is located near another
register that you do know.
Show all fields on matched registers
When checked, all fields will be displayed for any register or sibling field that matches the filter expression.
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When both [Show siblings of matched registers] and [Show all fields on matched registers] are checked, all
registers and fields will be displayed in the tree even when a filter is applied. In this case, filter matches are only
indicated by a green background color on the register or field.
Hide undiscovered registers
When checked, undiscovered registers will not be shown in the register tree. Useful when using reference
maps that contain all CP registers for all MIPS cores.
Hide reserved fields
Hides any reserved fields within the field list for a register. Fields are considered reserved if they are marked
reserved using an XML attribute, or if they are named “Reserved”.
Hide reserved field values
Hides any field values that are marked reserved. Field values are considered reserved if they are marked
reserved using an XML attribute, or if they are named “Reserved”.

Refresh Menu
Refresh Tab
Reads fresh values from the target for all discovered registers on the currently displayed tab.
Refresh all tabs
Reads fresh values from the target for all discovered registers on all tabs.
Refresh on halt
Toggle automatically reading fresh values from the target for all discovered registers on the currently
displayed tab whenever the target is halted, for instance, when a breakpoint or trigger is hit.
Refresh on step
Toggle automatically reading fresh values from the target for all discovered registers on the currently
displayed tab after a single step.
Set Refresh Delays
Opens a dialog where refresh delays can be specified. The following refresh delays can be set:

Sort Key
Halt/Step Delay
Reset Delay

Description
When the target is halted or when a step is completed, wait this
long (in milliseconds) before refreshing register values.
When the target is reset, wait this long (in milliseconds) before
refreshing register values. One some target reset can take a long
time and the target may need to run initialization code after the
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reset. By specifying a longer delay, Target Register Editor will not
interfere with the reset process and will wait until the target is
stable before refreshing register values.

Only Resolve Addresses Once
This toggle, when set, tells Target Register Editor to only resolve memory mapped register addresses once.
Doing so significantly improves refresh performance. This should only be enabled if the software running on
the target is known not to move memory mapped register regions at runtime. When not set, memory
mapped address are recalculated on every access to the register.

View Menu
The view menu contains the following items.
Hide Toolbar
Toggle switch to hide or show the toolbar.
Show device selector
Toggle switch to hide or show the device selector panel.
Show filter
Toggle switch to hide or show the filter expression panel.
Show register details
Toggle switch to hide or show the register details panel.
View details [menu]
This submenu contains individual switches to hide or show different components of the register detail text.
The top item in this menu is [Show all details]. Clicking this will turn on all the detail sections.
Show Columns [menu]
This submenu contains individual toggle switches for hiding and showing the RW, CP Number, Index, and
Select columns in the register tree.
Sort registers [menu]
This submenu contains options for sorting the registers by (a) Number, (b) Map File Order, or (c) Name.
When sorting by Number: Coprocessor registers are sorted by CP#, then Index, then Select; GPR registers
are sorted by register number; Memory Mapped register are sorted by address. All sorts are from lowest at
the top to highest at the bottom. Sorting by Map File Order orders the register in the same order as found in
the XML map files. Sorting by Name sorts alphabetically.
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Sort fields [menu]
This submenu contains options for sorting the fields by (a) Bit order [MSB first], (b) Bit order [LSB first], (c)
Map File Order, and (d) Name.
Show all formats
This toggle switch, when set, causes all value formats to be displayed in the register detail pane for the
currently selected register or field. When not set, only formats that suit the context of the register type are
displayed. For instance, decimal values are not usually displayed for registers that have bit fields, and
floating point values are not displayed for non FPU value registers. Valid formats for any register can be set
in the register map XML file.

Help Menu
Show Keyboard shortcuts…
Opens a modeless dialog box that lists the keyboard shortcuts that can be used to manipulate the register
tree and register and field values. This dialog box remains open until closed manually. Full access to the
Target Register Editor windows is allowed while this box is open.
Open Target Register Editor Guide…
Opens this document as a PDF file using the system defined PDF document reader.
Tools [menu]
The tools menu contains less often used items that will be primarily useful for users who need to create
custom register maps, or debug existing register maps connected to specific targets.
Tools | (Re)create master CP0/GPR map files
When Target Register Editor is started, several reference and example register maps are created from the
internal MIPS register database (existing files are overwritten). This menu item is used to recreate these
maps. In general this will never be necessary, but is provided just in case.
Pretty print register list for a processor…
Opens the Pretty Print dialog to allow the user to configure options for the pretty print operation. This is
described in detail in the Pretty Printing Register Maps section.
Print register database ID list
Simply prints a list of all the register ID’s from the internal register database. This list is printed to the Status
tab.
Evaluate all discovery algorithms
Toggle switch to disable short-circuit evaluation of discovery algorithms. When not set: <or> clauses will
only evaluate until the first condition succeeds; <and> clauses will only evaluate until the first condition fails.
When set, all conditions will be evaluated. Useful for debugging new discovery algorithms in XML.
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Working with Registers & Fields (Resources)
Changing register and field values
A register or field value can be changed in any of the following ways:


Directly entering a new value into the edit box for the register. Each key entry will result in a write to the
target register.



Using the spinner control next to the edit box to increment and decrement the value of the register.
Each increment or decrement will be written to the target register.



Using operations on the context menu (or equivalent keyboard shortcut).



Setting the default value (if one is defined).



Using the ‘Ctrl-M’ key to open the Modify Value dialog box (or the Modify operation on the context
menu).

In addition, for fields that contained named values:


Using the drop down combo box to select the named value.

Editing Hexadecimal Values
Move the cursor to the point preceding the digit that you want to change, type the new digit. The new value will
be written to the target. Only hexadecimal digits 0 through F will be accepted, case does not matter. All others
are ignored. You cannot change or delete the leading ‘0x’ portion of the value.
Editing Decimal Values
Move the cursor to the point preceding the digit that you want to change, type the new digit. The new value will
be written to the target. Only decimal digits 0 through 9 will be accepted. All others are ignored.
Editing Binary Values
Move the cursor to the point preceding the digit that you want to change, type the new digit. The new value will
be written to the target. Only binary digits 0 and 1 will be accepted. All others are ignored.
Editing Single and Double Floating Point Values
Floating point values may be edited in a natural form using any compliant floating point syntax. The text entered
into the value box will be parsed and converted to a floating point value. If any errors occur during the parse,
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the edit box will take a red background color and the register detail panel will display any generated error
information instead of the register value. Under error conditions, no value is written to the target.
In addition to normal floating point values, the following special keywords can be used to represent special
values:
Value

Keyword

Description

+QNaN

‘Q’ of ‘+Q’

Positive Qualified Not-A-Number

-QNaN

‘-Q’

Negative Qualified Not-A-Number

SNaN

‘S’ or ‘+S’

Positive Signaling Not-A-Number

-SNaN

‘-S’

Negative Signaling Not-A-Number

+Infinity

‘I’ or ‘+I’

Positive Infinity

-Infinity

‘-I’

Negative Infinity

Positive Max

‘MA’ or ‘+MA’

Positive Maximum Value

Negative Max

‘-MA’

Negative Maximum Value

Positive Min

‘MI’ or ‘+MI’

Minimum Non-Zero Positive Value

Negative Min

‘-MI’

Minimum Non-Zero Negative Value

Upon entering any of the keywords shown above, the keyword will be automatically filled out and the value
written to the target.
Editing Paired Single Floating Point Values
Pair Single register values encode two single precision floats into a single 64bit register. These values are
displayed and edited as two floating point value strings separated by whitespace in the register edit box. Each
value in the pair is treated as a single floating point value adhering to the edit process describe above.
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Modify Value Dialog
The Modify Value Dialog allows for completely specifying a new value for the register without writing
intermediate values that result from typing directly into the edit box. The Modify Value Dialog is capable of
accepting and parsing all supported formats. It uses the current format of the register value as the acceptable
format. If you want to enter the value in a specific format, change the register to that format first. You cannot
change the format within the dialog.

Changing Value Formats
The format used when displaying a register value can be changed using (a) the spacebar on the keyboard, or (b)
the popup context menu that appears when right-clicking on the register value box. Using the spacebar will cycle
the register through currently enabled formats honoring the [View|Show all formats] toggle command. The
context menu lists all enabled formats and allows for directly selecting the desired format. If you do not see the
format you want, try checking the [View|Show all formats] toggle command.
Format

Desciption

Binary

A binary representation of the register value. The binary string
uses alternating colors for each nibble to make it easier to
visually locate specific bits.

Decimal

Decimal. This format is not typically displayed for registers that
contain fields and for fields that contain named values.

Hexadecimal

This format is always available.

Float/Double

Usually only available for FPU Value registers. Can be made
available for other register via XML attributes in the register map.

Paired Single

Usually only available for FPU Value registers. A paired single
representation where two floats are encoded in a single 64bit
register. This format shows both of the float values.

Register & Field Value Context Menu
Right-clicking on a register or field value box brings up a context-menu with the following commands.
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Operation on values
The following menu items will operate on the register or field value as described.
Refresh
Reads a fresh value from the connected target system and updates the display accordingly. Keyboard
shortcut: ‘r’
Increment
Increments the value of the register. This menu item does not appear when the register value is being
displayed in a floating-point format. Keyboard shortcut: ‘+’
Decrement
Decrements the value of the register. This menu item does not appear when the register value is being
displayed in a floating-point format. Keyboard shortcut: ‘-’
Flip Bits
Inverts all bits of the register or field. Keyboard shortcut: ‘!’
Zero Value
Sets the register or field to zero. Keyboard shortcut: ‘z’
Shift Left
Shifts the value left by 1 bit. Keyboard shortcut: ‘<’
Shift Right
Shifts the value right by 1 bit. Keyboard shortcut: ‘>’
Modify
Opens the Modify Value dialog box allowing you to fully specify a new value prior to writing anything to the
target.
Set FPU Special Value
This menu item will appear only on registers that support Floating Point formats. This menu expands to a
submenu that lists all of the special values that a Floating Point Register can take as described in Editing
Single and Double Floating Point Values. Selecting any item on this submenu will write the selected special
value to the target register.
Set First Paired Single Special Value
This menu item will appear only on registers that support the Paired Single Floating Point format. This menu
expands to a submenu that lists all of the special values that a Floating Point Register can take as described
in Editing Single and Double Floating Point Values. Selecting any item on this submenu will write the
selected special value to the first value (32 MSBs) of the target register.
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Set Second Paired Single Special Value
This menu item will appear only on registers that support the Paired Single Floating Point format. This menu
expands to a submenu that lists all of the special values that a Floating Point Register can take as described
in Editing Single and Double Floating Point Values. Selecting any item on this submenu will write the
selected special value to the second value (32 LSBs) of the target register.
Set Display Format
The items in this section of the context menu can be used to directly set the format used to display the value.
Only enabled formats are shown in the menu. To enable all formats, check the [View|Show all formats] toggle
command. Supported formats are described in section Changing Value Formats.
Clipboard Operations
Menu items in this section can be used to copy data to the system clipboard.
Copy Value as HEX
Copies the value of the register as a hexadecimal string (with leading ‘0x’). This option is always available.
Copy Value as [Current Format]
Copies the value of the register or field as a string in the current displayed format. This option is only
available if the current format is not hexadecimal.
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Register Maps
Register maps are stored as editable XML files.
Each register map XML file can represent: (1) one tab; or (2) a list of included register map XML files (each
representing one tab). Nesting include lists is not allowed (i.e. an include-list cannot include another includelist).
All register maps are validated against an XSD file embedded in the Target Register Editor application. If a map
does not load, check the Status tab for possible validation errors.

Reference Maps & Example Register Maps
The following reference files are generated from the internal database every time the Target Register Editor is
started. These files will not exist until Target Register Editor is started at least once. Regenerating these files
causes the reference maps to pick up any new registers added to the database since the previous session.
Filename

Description

core-cp0.xml

This map file contains all CP0 registers. This file can be loaded for any MIPS
core. The discovery process will discover which registers exist and (by
default) not show any undiscovered registers.

core-gpr.xml

This map file contains all GPR registers. This file can be loaded for any MIPS
core. The discovery process will discover which registers exist and (by
default) not show any undiscovered registers.

core-fpu.xml

This map file contains all FPU (aka CP1, aka Floating Point) control and value
registers. This file can be loaded for any MIPS core. The discovery process
will discover which registers exist and (by default) not show any
undiscovered registers. If the core does not contain an FPU unit, then this
tab will be empty.

core-mdu.xml

This map file contains all MDU registers. This file can be loaded for any MIPS
core. The discovery process will discover which registers exist and (by
default) not show any undiscovered registers. If the core does not contain
an MDU, then this tab will be empty.
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core-cp0-gpr-fpu-mdu.xml

This is a tablist file that contains all CP0, GPR, FPU and MDU registers in a
tab-list. Loading this map will create separate tabs for each of CP0, GPR,
FPU, and MDU.

memmap-cpc.xml

This map file contains all memory mapped CPC registers. This file can be
loaded for any MIPS core. The discovery process will discover which
registers exist and (by default) not show any undiscovered registers.

memmap-fdc.xml

This map file contains all memory mapped FDC registers. This file can be
loaded for any MIPS core. The discovery process will discover which
registers exist and (by default) not show any undiscovered registers.

memmap-gcr.xml

This map file contains all memory mapped GCR registers. This file can be
loaded for any MIPS core. The discovery process will discover which
registers exist and (by default) not show any undiscovered registers.

memmap-gic.xml

This map file contains all memory mapped GIC registers. This file can be
loaded for any MIPS core. The discovery process will discover which
registers exist and (by default) not show any undiscovered registers.

memmap-fdc-gcr-cpc.xml

This is a tablist file that contains all of the FDC, GCR and CPC registers.
Loading this map will create separate tabs for each of FDC, GCR, and CPC.

memmap-fdc-gcr-cpc-gic.xml

This is a tablist file that contains all of the FDC, GCR, CPC and GIC registers.
Loading this map will create separate tabs for each of FDC, GCR, CPC and
GIC.

core-cp0-gpr-fpu-mdu-memmapfdc-gcr-cpc.xml

All core and memory mapped registers (except GIC) with each block on a
separate tab. The GIC block is very large. Unless explicitly needed, it is best
not to load it.

core-cp0-gpr-fpu-mdu-memmapfdc-gcr-cpc-gic.xml

All core and memory mapped register with each block on a separate tab.

These files can be regenerated at any time via the [Help | Tools | Rebuild reference map files] command.
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Example Map Files
The following map files are provided as simple examples of register maps for target systems. These maps include
some memory mapped registers that allow access to target system peripherals.
Filename

Description

sead3.xml

Contains a few memory mapped registers for devices on a SEAD-3 board.

malta.xml

Contains a few memory mapped registers for devices on a MALTA board.

About CP0, CP1(FPU), GPR, and MDU Registers
Target Register Editor contains an internal database of all architecturally specified CP0, CP1, GPR, and MDU
registers. This internal database defines IDs, all attributes, fields and discovery logic for these registers.
Embedding this information in an internal database and exposing only the ID makes it very easy to build custom
register maps as only the ID needs to be known.
Several “master” maps are provided that can be used “as-is”, or as a starting point for creating new register
maps. For example, here is a very simple register map that contains CP0 registers that are useful for determining
why the core may have taken an exception:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<tab name="Crash">
<group name="Crash Analysis" tooltip="Group of CPO Registers"
desc="This group contains a list of all CPO Registers
that may contain interesting information about why the processor crashed">
<cop_ref id="BadVAddr"/>
<cop_ref id="Status"/>
<cop_ref id="Cause"/>
<cop_ref id="EPC"/>
<cop_ref id="DEPC"/>
<cop_ref id="ErrorEPC"/>
</group>
</tab>

In this example, each of the CP0 registers is included by “reference” to an ID defined in the internal database,
sparing the map author from specifying all the details of these registers.

Creating Register Maps from the GUI
Target Register Editor can create new register maps directly from the application. This is done by checking any
registers that you want to include in the new map, then executing the “Create new register map” command
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(from the File menu or from the toolbar). When the command is executed, a dialog box appears that allows for
setting options and specifying a destination file.

Include checked registers from all tabs
Checking this box will include all checked registers on all tabs. If not checked, only checked registers on the
current tab will be added to the new map.
Create groups from included tab names
Checking this box will automatically create new groups in the new register map for registers that originate
on different tabs. The generated group names will be the same names as the source tabs.
Destination file
This box specifies the destination file for the new register map.

Creating Register Maps using XML
Register maps may be created from scratch or by using an existing register map as a starting point. Since register
maps are just simple XML text files, any capable text editor can be used.
Register Map Tab Files
A register map tab file contains an XML description of the registers that will be located on a single named tab in
the Target Register Editor user interface. The registers on this tab can be further organized into groups.
Subgroups are not allowed.
The basic structure of a Register Map Tab file is:
<tab name=”tab-name”>
<group name=”group-name”>
<mm_register id=”register-id” …>
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<field id=”field-id” …>
<field-value …/>
<field-value …/>
</field>
</mm_register>
<cop_ref id=”cop-or-fpu-reference-id”/>
<gpr_ref id=”gpr-or-mdu-reference-id”/>
<cop_register>…</cop_register>
</group>
</tab>

From this pseudo-example we can see that the memory mapped registers can be fully described, but the COP,
FPU, GPR, and MDU registers can only by included by reference. Since these registers very rarely changed, it is
not necessary to burden the map author with having to include all the detailed definition data for these
registers. This helps keep register maps manageable and readable.
The various register types (cop_ref, grp_ref, mm_register) can be freely mixed in a group.
Multiple groups can be defined, but subgroups are not allowed.
The XML is fully described in the Register Map XML Reference section.
Multiple Tab Files
Multiple tabs (each pointing to a Register Map Tab file) can be constructed in a Multiple Tab file. Here is an
example of a multiple tab XML register map:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<tablist>
<tabfile name="master-cp0.xml"/>
<tabfile name="master-fpu.xml"/>
<tabfile name="master-gpr.xml"/>
<tabfile name="master-mdu.xml"/>
</tablist>

The XML is no more complicated than shown in the example. No additional attributes are defined. No other
elements exist.
The file names specified in the name attribute may contain absolute or relative paths. If relative, they are
assumed to be relative to the directory where the Multiple Tab XML file is located.

Register Map XML Reference
Element: <tab>
The <tab> element must be the first and only top-level element in the XML file. The <tab> element contains all
of the information about registers that will be displayed on the tab in the application.
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<tab name=”tab-name”>
.
.
.
</tab>

Element Attributes
Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

name

string

yes

The name of the tab. This name will be displayed in the tab.

Element

Quantifier

Notes

group

1+

One or more groups that will be on this tab.

Permitted Children

Element: <group>
<group name=”group-name” base=”0xBF000000” tooltip=”a tooltip string”>
.
.
.
</group>

Element Attributes
Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

name

string

yes

The name of the tab. This name will be displayed in the tab.

base

hex
value

no

none

An address that will be used as a base address for any subelements that specify an “offset” attribute value.
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tooltip

string

no

none

A string to display as a tooltip when the mouse is hovering
over the group node in the register tree.

Permitted Children



Element

Quantifier

Notes

cop_ref

0+

References to cop registers that will be on this tab.

gpr_ref

0+

References to gpr registers that will be on this tab.

mm_ref

0+

References to memory mapped registers that will be on
this tab.

mm_register

0+

Memory mapped registers that will be on this tab.

zero or more: <cop_ref>

At least one of the above permitted children must be specified.
Element: <cop_ref>
The <cop_ref> element is used to include a reference to a COP register defined in the currently active register
database.
<cop_ref id=”reference-id”/>

Element Attributes
Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

id

string

yes

The reference ID of the COP register to include.
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Permitted Children
No child elements are allowed within this element. See the Register Database section of this document for
details on how to create and specify new COP registers that can be referenced in a register map XML file.
Element: <gpr_ref>
The <gpr_ref> element is used to include a reference to a GPR register defined in the currently active register
database.
<gpr_ref id=”reference-id”/>

Element Attributes
Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

id

string

yes

The reference ID of the GPR register to include.

Permitted Children
No child elements are allowed within this element. See the Register Database section of this document for
details on how to create and specify new GPR registers that can be referenced in a register map XML file.
Element: <mm_ref>
The <mm_ref> element is used to include a reference to a Memory Mapped register defined in the currently
active register database.
<mm_ref id=”reference-id”/>

Element Attributes
Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

id

string

yes

The reference ID of the Memory Mapped register to include.
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Permitted Children
No child elements are allowed within this element. See the Register Database section of this document for
details on how to create and specify new Memory Mapped registers that can be referenced in a register map
XML file.
Element: <mm_register>
Unlike all other register type, a Memory Mapped register can be fully defined in a Register Tab XML file. The
only limitation is that no discovery is permitted. For memory mapped registers that require discovery, the
register must be defined in the active register database and then included in the tab file using the <mm_ref>
element.
See the XML Reference <mm_register> section in the of this document for details on defining memory mapped
registers.

The Register Database
The information in this section is primarily targeted at those who will be creating and reviewing register
definitions for existing and new cores or core peripherals.

Overview
Target Register Editor uses a register database to define all possible COP, GPR, MDU, and FPU registers as well
as Memory Mapped registers in the GCR block. The register database can also define memory mapped registers
for any peripheral devices on an SOC.
Memory mapped registers a treated differently from all other register types. A memory mapped register can be
fully defined in a XML register map tab file or as an entry in the register database (which is then referenced by ID
in an XML register map tab file). All other register types must be defined in the register database and then
reference by ID in the XML register map tab file.
A single register database can represent all registers on a single device or on a family of devices. The register
database XML schema is capable of describing advanced register discovery logic that can determine if a register
exists on a connected target.
When Target Register Editor is started the register database is fully parsed into an in memory model prior to
loading any register map files. When the register map XML file is loaded any references in the map file are
resolved to the correct register in the database.
While Target Register Editor can only use a single database at a time, multiple databases can be created. The
Target Register Editor UI has facilities for duplicating, deleting, and selecting, and editing register databases and
database files.
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In the simplest and default use case Target Register Editor will load and use the internally bundled “reference”
database. No other databases are included in the distribution. No action is required on the users part to select
an initial database to use.

Database Organization
A register database is organized as a simple file system consisting of a directory hierarchy and XML files that
describe one or more registers. The database files are parsed in a breadth-first manner, meaning that all higherlevel XML files are loaded and parsed prior to any elements at a lower level. This allows elements defined at a
higher level to be referenced by any lower level element.
In addition, certain specially named database files are parsed before others in the same directory to allow for
defining elements that can be referenced in regular database files at the same or deeper level.
The hierarchy in a register database can be organized in any form that makes sense. Directories can be named
with any valid directory name. The organization and naming are not important for the database loader. When
creating a new register database choose a hierarchy and directory names that you feel best organize the
registers on the core, or family of cores.
Register database XML files are identified as any file that has a “.db.xml” extension. All other files in the
database directory hierarchy are ignored by the database loader. Documentation files, notes, and other
resources can be stored in the directory without compromising the database loader. Database directories that
begin with a ‘.’ are ignored by the loader.
Database Containers
When Target Register Editor is installed only the internal reference database is present. This database resides in
the Target Register Editor plugin jar file. A jar file is a specially named and organized zip file. Within this jar file
is a directory (resources/regdb) that contains the register database.
Target Register Editor also supports external databases. The following containers are supported:
1. File System Directory – A register database can reside in any file system directory accessible from the
local host platform. This include mapped networks drives, USB drives, etc. A directory database
location is specified by pointing to the root directory of the database.
2. ZIP File – A register database directory tree can be compressed into a single zip file. Target Register
Editor will internally scan the zip file loading database files. Supporting ZIP files makes it much easier to
share and distribute complete register databases. A ZIP file database location is specified by pointing to
the zip file containing the database.
A file named “readme.txt” can be placed in the root directory of a database container. Any text in this file will
be displayed in the database management dialog in Target Register Editor as a description of the selected
database.
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Database Files
Database files (which must be .db.xml files) are used to describe the details of every register in the database. A
database file may contains the details of a single register or a group of related registers (or even unrelated
registers). This flexibility is provided to aid in organizing register files as efficiently as possible.
Limiting a register database file to a single (of just a few) registers significantly enhances the edit-ability of the
database.
After adding a new register(s) to the database new reference register maps must be generated in order to get
the newly created register(s) to show up in Target Register Editor. These reference maps contain references to
all database registers, but will not contain references to new registers until regenerated after loading the
database.
Parsing Order
The parsing order of the files that make up the register database is defined by these rules:




Filenames that start with “conditions” or “constant” are parsed prior to any other file in a directory to
allow for common conditions and constants to be defined before being reference by register definition
files.
As an example, the internal register database has a file named conditions.db.xml in the top level
directory that defines several global named conditions that are then reference by various registers at
lower levels. This file is parsed first so that dependent register db.xml files will be able to resolve the
referenced condition names.
Directories are parsed in a breadth-first manner, meaning that files in higher level directories are parsed
before any files in sub-directories to allow for defining register ID that may be referenced by discovery
logic for dependent registers.

Managing Register Databases
Within Target Register Editor the Register Database Manager dialog is used to install, duplicate, and delete
register databases. Open this dialog from the Help Tools Manage Register Databases menu item. With a
fresh installation of Target Register Editor the dialog will show and select only the internal database.
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The text panel below the database list shows the contents of the readme.txt file if present in the database.
Upon opening the dialog, the database entry with the checked checkbox will be the currently loaded database.
To use a different database, select and check the database that you want to use and click the OK button. Target
Register Editor will detect the change and instruct you to close the application and restart it. Upon restarting,
Target Register Editor will load the new database.
The Add Dir and Add Zip button can be used to add new directory and zip file databases to the list. Pressing one
of these buttons will open an appropriate browser dialog for selecting a directory or zip file. A newly added
database will automatically be selected and checked in the list, and the description text updated, if present.
The Duplicate button is used to create a duplicate database. Use this when you want to create a new register
database that is derived from and existing register database. Once duplicated, the new register database can be
edited for any required changes. Only internal and directory database containers can be duplicated using this
dialog. Zip files databases can be expanded to a directory and then duplicated.
Duplicating a directory database simply makes and exact copy of the entire directory database tree into a newly
specified location. Creating the duplicate from this dialog will also add it to the database list. Duplicating a
directory database can also be done in any file browser, but the new directory will still need to be added to the
list using the Add Dir button.
Duplicating the internal database will extract the internal database to a newly specified external directory and
add it to the list.
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The Delete button will delete the selected database from the list, but will not delete any file based resources
from the file system. It is a non-destructive delete. The currently checked and active database cannot be
deleted.
Editing Register XML
In addition to managing register databases using the Register Database Manager dialog, register database
authors can easily access individual register XML files from within Target Register Editor when using an external
directory database container. The context menu for each register (and field) contains an item named “Edit
register definition XML file”. Selecting this item will open the XML file in the system defined XML file editor.
Note: Some versions of Windows XP do not work properly and selecting this menu item may not open the
registered editor (that is, nothing will happen). To work around this problem define the environment variable
TRED_XML_EDITOR to point to the executable of your preferred XML editor (and make sure that your editor can
open a text file by specifying a text file as a single parameter to the program). This environment variable will be
used in preference to attempting to use the OS registered program for .xml files.
This menu item is not present when using the internal database or a zip file database container.
After editing an XML file Target Register Editor must be restarted to pick up the change.

Register Discovery
Register discovery is the process by which Target Register Editor determines if a specific register exists on the
connected target platform. The existence of a register can be based on many factors, among them: the
existence of other registers that may or may not exist on the platform; the state of one or more bits contained in
other register; the value of a memory location or register; the processor ID; and more. All of these conditions
can be described in the register definition XML.
Discovery logic can be described directly within a register description by embedding a <discover_by> element.
<cop_register id=”GoodCop”>
<discover_by>
<checking_if value_of=”Config::MT” is=”==1”/>
</discover_by>
</cop_register>

In the example above the GoodCop register is discovered by checking that the value of the MT field in the Config
register is exactly 1.
In many cases several registers will share the same discovery logic. Rather than embedding the same logic in
each register description, a name condition can be created and each register can reference this condition using
the discover_using attribute.
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<condition id="TargetIsMT">
<discover_by>
< checking_if value_of=”Config::MT” is=”==1”/>
</discover_by>
</condition>
<cop_register id=”GoodCop” discover_using=”TargetIsMT”/>

This example describes the same discovery logic for the GoodCop register, but now the named condition
TargetIsMT can be used in other register descriptions.
The discovery logic XML schema allows for building very complex logic expressions using nested and and or
constructs.
For a complete description of the XML see the <discover_by> element section in the Database XML Reference
section of this document.

Address Resolution
The absolute virtual address of some memory mapped registers may depend on the value of other registers or
register fields. It is possible (though unusual) for these addresses to change dynamically at runtime. Target
Register Editor supports this model by: (1) describing how to compute the address of a register in the register
description XML; and (2) dynamically re-computing the address on each read or write access to the register.
The following XML snippets show a simple example:
<address id="KSEG1" address="0xA0000000"/>
<address id="GCR_VIRT_BASE_ADDR" address="KSEG1 + CMGCRBase::XLT:CMGCR_BASE_ADDR"/>
<address id="GCR_GLOBAL_DEBUG" address="GCR_VIRT_BASE_ADDR + 0x6000"/>
<mm_register id="GCR_DB_PC_QUAL0" base="GCR_GLOBAL_DEBUG" offset="0x0190"
desc="CM Performance Counter 0 Event Qualifier. The qualifier
corresponds to the event configured through the
Performance Counter 0 Event Select Register.">
</mm_register>

In this example KSEG1 is defined as a fixed value constant, GCR_VIRT_BASE_ADDR is computed by reading the
value of the CMGCR_BASE_ADDR field from the CMGCRBase register and adding the value of KSEG1.
GCR_GLOBAL_DEUBG is then computed by adding 0x6000 to the GCR_VIRT_BASE_ADDR address. Finally the
virtual address of the GCR_DB_PC_QUAL0 memory mapped register is computed by adding the 0x190 offset to
the GCR_GLOBAL_DEUBG base address.
Dynamic address re-computation can be turned off (gaining significant performance improvements) if it is
known that the address will not change at runtime. This is a global option affecting all memory mapped
registers. When disabled the address of each register is computed on the first access, then the computed value
is used for all future accesses.
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Pretty Printing Register Maps
This feature allows the user to print human readable register maps. This can be very useful for map authors as
well as developers who want to easily print register information to share or compare.
Options are provided to print a map for a single processor or maps for multiple processors. Pretty printed maps
are printed using a one-core-per-output-file model. Output files are named after the core map being printed.
The UI only allows for specifying an output directory. When printing a map for a connected core, the output will
also contain the current value of the registers and fields.
To open the Pretty Print configuration dialog, go to the main menu and select [Help | Tools |Pretty printer…]

Complete Core List
This check list lists all supported cores (as reported by Navigator Console). By default only the connected
target core is checked. The Select all checkbox above the list provides an easy way to select (or deselect) all
cores in the list. Select one or more cores.
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Destination Directory
Specifies the output directory for the printed register maps. Each checked core will result in a separate
output file named using the core name. Existing files will be overwritten automatically.
Print only registers on the current tab
Checking this box will limit the registers printed to the output map to only those registers on the currently
selected tab.
Print only checked registers
Checking this box will limit the registers printed to the output map to only checked registers.
Print register discovery summary
Checking this box will also include register discovery summary information with the printed output. Useful
for adding and fixing register discovery algorithms.
Open file explorer when finished
Checking this box will open a file system explorer at the output directory after all the maps have been
printed.
Always print undiscovered registers
Checking this box will force the inclusion of undiscovered registers in the output maps. Useful when
debugging discovery algorithms (for instance, when a register that should be discovered is not).
Clarifying Information
There are combinations of checkboxes that do not make sense. This information box just tries to clarify what
information will be printed (and what will not) and why. For instance, if you select a core that you are not
connected to, then undiscovered registers will be automatically printed because Target Register Editor is not
able to perform discovery on an unconnected device.
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This is an example of the Pretty Print out for a single register:
================================================================================================================
Register ID:
VPEControl
COP=0 Index=1 Select=1
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Name:
VPEControl
Description:
Per-VPE register containing relatively volatile thread configuration data.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Field Masks (for 1004KF):
Reserved 31:22 XXXX XXXX XX-- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---YSI 21:21 ---- ---- --X- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---GSI 20:20 ---- ---- ---X ---- ---- ---- ---- ---Reserved 19:19 ---- ---- ---- X--- ---- ---- ---- ---EXCPT 18:16 ---- ---- ---- -XXX ---- ---- ---- ---TE 15:15 ---- ---- ---- ---- X--- ---- ---- ---Reserved 14:8 ---- ---- ---- ---- -XXX XXXX ---- ---TargTC
7:0 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- XXXX XXXX
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Field List (for 1004KF):
Reserved
31:22
(there are no defined field values)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------YSI
21:21 1 for exception on all 'yield' instructions.
(there are no defined field values)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------GSI
20:20 1 for exception on all gating storage accesses.
(there are no defined field values)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Reserved
19:19
(there are no defined field values)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EXCPT
18:16 Cause of last thread exception.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 Thread Underflow
1 Thread Ovwerflow
2 Invalid YIELD Qualifier
3 Gating Storage Exception
4 YIELD Scheduler Exception
5 GS Scheduler Exception
6 Reserved
7 Reserved
(there are 0 undefined field values)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TE
15:15 When 0 only one TC in this VPE may run.
(there are no defined field values)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Reserved
14:8
(there are no defined field values)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TargTC
7:0 Remote TC# which will be accessed by mttr/mftr instructions.
(there are no defined field values)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Discovering: VPEControl {
Check if value of Config3::MT == 1: true
Verdict: VPEControl is DISCOVERED
}
================================================================================================================
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Register Database XML Reference
Element: <regs>
The <regs> element must be the first and only top-level element in the database XML file.
<regs xmlns="http://www.mips.com/registers/1.0"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.mips.com/registers/1.0 regdb.xsd"
version="1.0.0">
.
.
.
</regs>

Permitted children:
Element

Quantifier

Notes

cop_register

0+

Defines a COP register.

gpr_register

0+

Defines a GPR (or MDU) register.

mm_register

0+

Defines a memory mapped register.

mm_register_series

0+

Defines a series of memory mapped registers that
only differ by address.

address

0+

Defines a constant address value or a dynamic
address value based on the value of another register.

condition

0+

An identified discovery logic condition that can be
applied to any register definition. Used when
multiple registers share identical discovery logic.

global_field_template 0+

A identified field template that can be applied to one
or more register definitions. Used when multiple
registers share an identical field layout.
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desc_template

0+

The ID of a previously defined <condition> element.
This register will be discovered by evaluating the
logic defined in the <condition>. This attribute and
the <discovery_by> child element are mutually
exclusive.

Common Register Attributes
The attributes defined in this table are common to all register types. In the register type element definitions that
follow, only attributes that are specific to the element being defined are shown.
Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

id

string

yes

The ID of the register. This name is displayed in the
register tree.

name

string

no

The name of the register to display in the register
tree. If no name attribute is specified then the id
will be used for this purpose.

altname

string

no

Specifies a secondary name for the register that will
be appended to the primary name (with whitespace
between) for display purposes only.

rwflag

string

no

“rw”

Defines the read/write state of this register. Valid
values are:




format

string

no

HEX

“rw”
“r”
“w”

read/write
read-only
write-only

BIN, HEX, DEC, FPU, PS
Specifies the default format for the register.

tooltip

string

no

A tooltip string that will be displayed when the
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mouse is hovering above the register in the tree.
desc

string

no

per_tc

boolean

no

The (verbose) description of this register that will
be displayed in the register detail panel when this
register is selected in the register tree.
false

true, false
Specifies that a separate instance of this register
exists for each TC in a multi-tc device.

discover_using string

no

The ID of a previously defined <condition>
element. This register will be discovered by
evaluating the logic defined in the <condition>.
This attribute and the <discovery_by> child
element are mutually exclusive.

Element: <cop_register>
Defines a COP Register or COP Control Register.
<regs>
<cop_register …>
<discover_by>
…
</discover_by>
<proc list=”…”>
<field …>
<field_value …/>
</field>
</proc>
<proc list=”…”>
<field …>
<field_value …/>
</field>
</proc>
</cop_register>
</regs>
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Element Attributes
Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

yes

Non-negative decimal value.

All common attributes
cp_number

int

The register number.
cp_index

int

yes

Non-negative decimal value.
The register index.

cp_select

int

yes

Non-negative decimal value.
The register select.

control

boolean no

false

true, false
Specifies whether the register is a COP Control
register or not. Use control=”true” for control
registers.

use_template

string

no

Specifies the ID of a field_template that defines
the fields for this register. This attribute and the
<proc> element are mutually exclusive.

zerovalue

hex

no

A special work-around attribute used to “fake” the
value of the register when a zero value is read
from the target. Can be used, for instance, when
a register is not properly hooked up in an FPGA
wrapper, but a legit value is required.

Permitted children
Element

Quantifier

Notes
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discover_by

0 or 1

Defines the discovery algorithm for this register.

proc

1+

Defines the set of cores for which the contained <field>
elements are defined. Multiple <proc> elements can be
defined when different cores have different field
definitions.
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Element: <gpr_register>
Defines a GPR or MDU Register. These registers are defined by the ISA and the register database files should not
be edited. Modification or adding additional GPR and MDU registers is currently not supported.
<regs>
<gpr_register …>
<discover_by>
…
</discover_by>
<field …>
<field_value …/>
</field>
<field …>
<field_value …/>
</field>
</gpr_register>
</regs>

Element Attributes
Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

All common attributes
alt_name

string

no

The alternate name of the register.

number

int

yes

The register number as defined in the ISA.

use_template

string

no

Specifies the ID of a field_template that defines the
fields for this register. This attribute and the <proc>
element are mutually exclusive.

Permitted children
Element

Quantifier

Notes

discover_by

0 or 1

Defines the discovery algorithm for this register.
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Element

Quantifier

Notes

proc

1+

Defines the set of cores for which the contained <field>
elements are defined. Multiple <proc> elements can be
defined when different cores have different field
definitions. For GPR and MDU registers there are no
known cases where a case other than <proc list=”default”>
is required.

Element: <proc>
The <proc> element contains the list of fields defined in the register for a specific set of cores. Multiple <proc>
elements can be specified when different cores contain different field definitions. If all cores contain the same
field definitions, then a single <proc list=”default”> element should be used.
Element Attributes
Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

list

string

yes

A comma separated list of regular expressions that match
the set of cores that the contained fields apply to, or
“default”.

Element

Quantifier

Notes

field

0+

Defines zero or more fields for this set of processors.

Permitted Children

Processor Regular Expressions
The “list” attribute is used to limit the application of the defined fields to one or more specific processor names.
The reference list of processor names is extracted from an internal list of names in Navigator Console. This list
of names grows as new processors are added, but old values are very static. The names in this list do not
necessarily match the “marketing” names for the processors so some diligent mapping (or a secret decoder ring)
may be required.
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As of this writing, the currently known list of processor names is: 4Kc, 4Km, 4Kp, 4KEc, 4KEm, 4KEp,
4KSc, 4KSd, M4K, 24Kc, 24Kf, 24KEc, 24KEf, 34Kc, 34Kf, 5Kc, 5Kf, 5KEc, 5KEf,
20Kc, 25Kf, AU1000, AU1100, AU1200, AU1500, AU1550, 74Kc, 74Kf, 84Kc, 84Kf,
BCM, 1004Kc, 1004Kf, 1074Kc, 1074Kf, M14Kc, M14K, M14Kf, MP32, M14KE,
M14KEc, PROAPTIV, PROAPTIV_CM, INTERAPTIV, INTERAPTIV_CM, M14KEf, M14KEcf,
VIRTUOSO_UC, VIRTUOSO_UCF, VIRTUOSO_UP, VIRTUOSO_UPF
The value of the list attribute is a comma separated list of regular expressions. Internally each regular
expression is matched against all known processor names and a complete set of matching processors is
generated. All <fields> contained in the <proc> element will exists for all processors in the matched set.
For instance, <proc list=”VIRTUOSO_.*”> will match each of the following processors: VIRTUOSO_UC,
VIRTUOSO_UCF, VIRTUOSO_UP, VIRTUOSO_UPF. And <proc list=”24K.*, 34K.*”> will match the
following processors: 24Kc, 24Kf, 24KEc, 24KEf, 34Kc, 34Kf.
Defining Proc Lists
The XML pseudo-snippets below ares used to demonstrate several concepts:
<cop_register id=”reg1”>
<proc list=”default”>
<field id=”field1”
<field id=”field2”
<field id=”fieldA”
</proc>
<proc list=”pattern1,
<field id=”field1”
<field id=”field2”
<field id=”fieldB”
<field id=”fieldC”
</proc>
</cop_register>

bits=”0:0”/>
bits=”1:1”/>
bits=”2:3”/>
pattern2”>
bits=”0:0”/>
bits=”1:3”/>
bits=”4:5”/>
proc=”subPattern” bits=”6:6”/>

1. Fields defined in the “default” proc list will be used for any processor that is not explicitly matched by
another <proc> element.
2. The “pattern1” and “pattern2” terms in the proc list are regular expression that will be expanded to
match all core names known by the installed version of Navigator Console. A complete list of known
core names can be shown by opening the Pretty Print Dialog. The core names will be listed in the
processor selection check list. For example, to match all 24K cores use “24K.*”. Explicit names can be
used as well, for example: <proc list=”VIRTUOSO_UP, 24Kc”>
3. “fieldA” does not exist in any processor matched by the <proc list=”pattern1, pattern2”> element.
4. “fieldB” only exists in processors matched by the <proc list=”pattern1, pattern2”> element.
5. “field2” exists in all processors, but has a different width depending on the target processor.
6. “fieldC” only exists in processors that match “subPattern”. Allowing a second level of filtering reduces
the amount of duplicate data in cases where only minor differences are present between a set of
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processors. Any processor name that matches the “subPattern” expression must also match the parent
proc list.
<cop_register id=”reg2”>
<proc list=”pattern1, pattern2”>
<field id=”field1” bits=”0:0”/>
<field id=”field2” bits=”1:3”/>
</proc>
</cop_register>

7. Register reg2 only exists on processors matched by pattern1 or pattern2. Since there is no <proc
list=”default”> element, this register will not exist on other cores.
Element: <mm_register>
The <mm_register> element is used to fully specify a memory mapped register.
<mm_register id="LED_BAR" address="0xBF000408" accesssize="4" datasize="1"
rwflag="wr" default="255" tooltip="Led Bar value" desc="Led Bar value.">
</mm_register>

Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

no*

This element is allowed if the parent group element
contains a “base” attribute. The register’s memory
location is determined by adding this offset to the base
address specified in the group element.

All common attributes
offset

hex
value

none

This attribute cannot be specified if the “address”
attribute is specified.
address

hex
value

no*

none

Specifies the absolute virtual memory address of the
register being defined. If not specified, then the group
element must define a base attribute and this element
must define an offset attribute.

accesssize

int

no

4

Specifies the access size (in bytes) to use when reading
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Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description
the memory location.

datasize

int

no

4

Specifies the actual size of the data value (in bytes).

default

hex
value

no

none

Specifies a default value for this register. This value will
be written to the register when the “set default value”
action is executed.

* One of “offset” or “address” is required, but both cannot be specified.
Permitted Children
Element

Quantifier

Notes

field

0+

Defines zero or more fields for this set of processors.
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Element: <field>
The <field> element defines a field within a register.

<field id="EVP" bits="0:0" rwflag=”rw” reserved=”false”
desc="Enable Virtual Processors. Modifiable only if the VPEConf0.MVP bit is set for
the VPE issuing the modifying instruction. Set by EVPE instruction and cleared by DVPE
instruction. If set, all activated VPEs on a processor fetch and execute independently.
If cleared, only a single instruction stream on a single VPE can run." />

Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

id

string

yes

The ID of the register. This name is displayed in the
register tree. A field may be marked as reserved by
setting the id to either “reserved” or “0”. Reserved
fields can be hidden from view to help de-clutter the
UI.

reserved

boolean

no

name

string

no

The name of the register to display in the register tree.
If no name attribute is specified then the id will be
used for this purpose.

altname

string

no

Specifies a secondary name for the register that will be
appended to the primary name (with whitespace
between) for display purposes only.

rwflag

string

no

false

If true, then the field is considered reserved. Reserved
fields can be hidden from view to help de-clutter the
UI. A field may also be marked as reserved by setting
the id to either “reserved” or “0”.

<parent> Defines the read/write state of this register. Valid
values are:
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Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description


“w”

write-only

If not specified, then the read/write state of the parent
register is used.
bits

string

yes

A string of the form “MSB:LSB” or “BITNUM”. For
instance, a single bit field at bit position 5 could be
“5:5” or “5”. A three bit field starting at bit 1 would be
“3:1”.

format

string

no

tooltip

string

no

A tooltip string that will be displayed when the mouse
is hovering above the register in the tree.

desc

string

no

The (verbose) description of this register that will be
displayed in the register detail panel when this register
is selected in the register tree.

short_desc

string

no

A shorter (just a few words) description that will be
displayed in the field list of the detail panel. If not
present, then a truncated version of the full description
will be used (if any).

xlt_bits

string

no

none

Defines the number of bits that the value should be
shifted in order to translate the value into a human
readable form. Used when the register value may
discard LSBs. If not present, then it is assumed that the
value does not need to be shifted.

xlt_desc

string

no

none

Defines the description of the shifted value. This
information appears only in the detail panel for this
field.

HEX

Specifies the default format for the register. Must be
one of: “BIN”, “HEX”, “DEC”, “FPU”, “PS”.
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Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

xlt_radix

int

no

BIN, HEX, DEC, FPU, PS

16

Defines the desired format for the shifted value.

Permitted Children
Element

Quantifier

Notes

field_value

0+

Defines zero or more fields for this field.

Element: <field_value>

<field id="switch-1" bits="0:0" rwflag="r">
<field_value id="off" value="0" reserved="false"/>
<field_value id="on" value="1" reserved="false"/>
</field>

Element Attributes
Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

id

string

yes

A textual representation of the field value. This will be
displayed in the combo box for reading and setting the
field value.

reserved

bool

no

false

“true” or “false”
If true, then the field-value is considered reserved.
Reserved field-values can be hidden from view to help
de-clutter the UI. A field-value may also be marked as
reserved by setting the id to either “reserved” or “0”.
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value

int

yes

Non Negative Hex or Decimal Value
The value that will be set for the field when selected.
The value should not exceed the maximum value of the
field as determined by the width of the field in bits.

Permitted Children
There no defined child elements.
Element: <mm_register_series>
This element facilitates creating multiple memory mapped registers. Typically this element would be used when
several nearly identical registers need to be describe. An example might be a series a registers for configuring
external interrupts where each external interrupt has a configuration register and status register. Facilities are
provided to uniquely identify and adapt each register in the series.
Element Attributes
Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

All <mm_register> attributes, plus…
id

string

yes

The ID template for the register. Use “${n}” in the
ID string to insert the series number into the ID,
thus making it unique.

proc

string

no

count

int

The number of registers in this series. If “count” is
provided, then “addr_inc” is required and
“offset_list” is not allowed.

addr_inc

int

The address increment for each register in the
series. The address of each register is computed as:

default

A comma separated list of regular expressions that
identify which processors this series is defined for.

<base-address>+(<i>*<addr_inc>)
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Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description
Where <i> iterates from 0 to <count>-1.
If “addr_inc” is provided, then “count” is required
and “offset_list” is not allowed.

offset_list

int list

A comma separated list of offsets that will be added
to the computed or specified base-address for each
register in the series. The number of registers in the
series is determined by the number of entries in the
list. Use this when the offsets for all registers are
not equally separated.
This attribute cannot be used with “count” or
“addr_inc” attributes.

Permitted Children
None.
Example 1
<mm_register_series id="Register${n}" address=”0x10001000"
addr_inc="4" count="256"
proc="interAptiv.*,1004K.*"
desc="[@DescTemplateA@]">
<discover_by>
<checking_if value_of="[NUMINTERRUPTS+1*8]" is="gt [SERIES_NUM]"/>
</discover_by>
</mm_register_series>

This example defines 256 registers starting at address 0x10001000 and incrementing by 4 bytes. The discovery
algorithm uses the [SERIES_NUM] keyword to compare the register number against the number of configured
interrupts to determine if each register in the series is discovered on the current target. This allows a single
register series to be applied to target with different numbers of interrupts.
Example 2
<mm_register_series id="Register${n}" base="GCR_GLOBAL"
proc="proAptiv,interAptiv"
offset_list="0x0190, 0x01A0, 0x0210, 0x0220"
desc="${proc} register.">
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</mm_register_series>

This example uses the “offset_list” attribute to define 4 registers at the specified offsets.
Element: <address>
The <address> element is used to define a constant or computed address that can then be reference in other
<address> elements, or directly in register definition element attributes.
Element Attributes
Attribute

Type

Required Description

id

string

yes

The name of this address value.

address

string

yes

An expression that will evaluate to an address value. This may be
a constant hex value, or the sum of multiple terms made of other
addresses, registers, register fields, or constants.

Permitted Children
None
Example
<cop_register id="CMGCRBase">
<discover_by>
<checking_if value_of="Config3::CMGCR" is="==1"/>
</discover_by>
<proc list="default">
<field id="CMGCR_BASE_ADDR" bits="31:11" xlt_bits="31:15"
xlt_desc="Translates to physical base address"
short_desc="[32:15] of the base phys addr of mem-mapped CM GCR" />
</proc>
</cop_register>
<address
<address
<address
<address

id="KSEG1" address="0xA0000000"/>
id="GCR_VIRT_BASE_ADDR" address="KSEG1 + CMGCRBase::XLT:CMGCR_BASE_ADDR"/>
id="GCR_CORE_LOCAL" address="GCR_VIRT_BASE_ADDR + 0x2000"/>
id="GCR_CORE_OTHER" address="GCR_VIRT_BASE_ADDR + 0x4000"/>

In this example:


The KSEG1 address is a hard coded constant.
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The GCR_VIRT_BASE_ADDR value is computed by summing KSEG1 with the “translated” value of the
CMGCR_BASE_ADDR field from the CMGCRBase register. The translated value of the
CMGCR_BASE_ADDR field is computed by shifting the field value left by 31 bits (the high bit from the
“xlt_bits” attribute).
The GCR_CORE_LOCAL and GCR_CORE_OTHER values are computed by adding constant offsets to the
computed GCR_VIRT_BASE_ADDR value.



Element: <condition>
The <condition> element is used to create a named discovery algorithm that can then be reference by one or
more register definition elements. Used named conditions when several registers use the same discovery
algorithm instead of replicating the <discover_by> element in each of the registers.
A <condition> may be, but does not need to be, specified in the same database file that it is referenced in.
When a condition is defined in an external file, that file needs to be parsed prior to the register definition file
that references the condition. Otherwise the register definition will not be able to resolve the condition name.
When a condition element resides in the same file as the register definition element that references it, the
condition element can reside anywhere in the file. It does not have to occur before the referencing register
definition.
All defined condition elements are globally accessible to all other register definitions as long as the condition is
parsed prior to a referencing register definition. See Parsing Order.
Element Attributes
Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

id

string

yes

The name of this condition that will be referenced in
register definition discovery algorithms.
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Permitted Children
Element

Quantifier

Notes

discover_by

1

Defines the discovery algorithm for this named
condition.

Example
This example defines a condition named “FPU_Present” that can be referenced by any register who’s discovery
depends on the target having an FPU unit present.
<condition id="FPU_Present">
<discover_by>
<checking_if value_of="Config1::FP" is="== 1"/>
</discover_by>
</condition>
<cop_register id="FPU.FCCR">
<discover_by>
<checking_if condition="FPU_Present" is="true"/>
</discover_by>
</cop_register>

Element: <global_field_template>
The <global_field_template> element defines a list of fields that can then be applied to multiple memory
mapped registers, saving the database author from having to duplicate common field lists.
Element Attributes
Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

id

string

yes

The name of this template that will be referenced by
memory mapped register definitions.
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Permitted Children
Element

Quantifier

Notes

field

1+

A list of one or more <field> elements.

Example
<global_field_template id="CMD_REG_FIELDS">
<field id="Reserved" bits="31:4" reserved="true" />
<field id="CMD" bits="3:0">
<field_value id="ClockOff" value="1" />
<field_value id="PwrDown" value="2" />
<field_value id="PwrUp" value="3" />
<field_value id="Reset" value="4" />
</field>
</global_field_template>
<mm_register id="CPC_LOCAL_CMD_REG" global_field_template="CMD_REG_FIELDS"/>
<mm_register id="CPC_OTHER_CMD_REG" global_field_template="CMD_REG_FIELDS"/>

In this example both CPC_LOCAL_CMD_REG and CPC_OTHER_CMD_REG share the same field list.
Element: <proc_field_template>
The <proc_field_template> element defines a list of fields that can then be applied to COP registers, saving the
database author from having to duplicate common field lists.
Element Attributes
Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

id

string

yes

The name of this template that will be referenced by
COP register definitions.
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Permitted Children
Element

Quantifier

Notes

proc

1+

A list of one or more <proc> elements that will contain
field lists for each specified proc list.

Example
<proc_field_template id="32bit_FPU">
<proc list="default">
<field id="Sign" bits="32:32" desc="Sign Bit"/>
<field id="Exponent" bits="30:23" desc="Exponent"/>
<field id="Fraction" bits="22:0" desc="Fraction"/>
</proc>
</proc_field_template>
<cop_register id="F0" cp_number="1" cp_index="0" proc_field_template="32bit_FPU"/>
<cop_register id="F1" cp_number="1" cp_index="1" proc_field_template="32bit_FPU"/>
.
.
.
<cop_register id="F31" cp_number="1" cp_index="31" proc_field_template="32bit_FPU"/>

In this example each of the 32 FPU value registers share the same field list.
Element: <desc_template>
The <desc_template> element is used to define a description template that can then be applied to multiple
registers. Special markup is recognize in the description text to facilitate tuning the description to the register
being described.
Element Attributes
Attribute

Type

Required Default

Description

id

string

yes

The ID of this template that will be referenced in
register definitions.

Permitted Children
None.
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Description Markup
Textual descriptions contained in XML attribute strings will lose whitespace formatting when the XML parser
reads the strings (the parsers tend to collapse all contiguous whitespace into a single space character.
keyword

Notes

${nl}

Inserts a newline into the description.

${p}

Inserts a paragraph break (same as two newlines)

${tab}

Inserts a tab character.

${proc}

Inserts the currently connected processor name.

Applying the Template
A description template is applied to a register (or field) description attribute by adding the template ID into the
description text using the following syntax: [@<template-id>@], where “<template-id>” is replaced with the
name of the template.
Example
<desc_template id="TemplateA"
desc="Type and Global Interrupt Dual Edge registers) is Level:${p}
${tab}0${tab}Means Acive Low${nl}
${tab}1${tab}Means Acive High${p}"/>
<mm_register id="RegisterA"
desc="Custom description just for register A.${p}
[@TemplateA@]">
</mm_register>
<mm_register id="RegisterB"
desc="Custom description just for register B.${p}
[@TemplateA@]">
</mm_register>

This example shows how RegisterA can have (a) descriptive text that is applied only to RegisterA as well as (b)
template text that is included in both RegisterA and RegisterB.
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Describing Register Discovery
Element: <discover_by>
The <discover_by> element is used to define an algorithm that can be evaluated to determine whether or not a
register exists on the target platform.
Element Attributes
This element has no defined attributes.
Permitted Children
Element

Quantifier

checking_if

0+

and

0+

or

0+

not

0+

Notes

Elements: <and>, <or>, <not>
The <and> element resolves to true if all immediate child elements resolve to true. Shortcut logic is applied by
default. Therefore, if any child element resolves to false, then any remaining child elements are not evaluated.
When shortcut logic is disabled, all child elements are evaluated.
The <or> element resolves to true if any of the child elements resolve to true. Shortcut logic is applied by
default. Therefore, if any child element resolves to true, then any remaining child elements are not evaluated.
When shortcut logic is disabled, all child elements are evaluated.
The <not> element inverts the result of the child element resolution.
The following descriptions apply to each of the <and>, <or>, and <not> element types.
Element Attributes
These elements have no defined attributes.
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Permitted Children
Element

Quantifier

checking_if

0+

and

0+

or

0+

not

0+

Notes

Element: <checking_if>
The <checking_if> element is the core element for describing each register discovery operation. Multiple
<checking_if> elements may be included without an enclosing <and> element. These multiple <checking_if>
elements will be evaluated as if they were enclosed within an <and> element. The following two examples are
equivalent.
<cop_register id=”RegisterB”>
<discover_by>
<checking_if value_of=”RegisterA::M” is=”eq 1/>
<checking_if value_of=”RegisterB::X” is=”eq 1”/>
</discover_by>
</cop_register>
<cop_register id=”RegisterB”>
<discover_by>
<and>
<checking_if value_of=”RegisterA::M” is=”eq 1/>
<checking_if value_of=”RegisterB::X” is=”eq 1”/>
</and>
</discover_by>
</cop_register>

Element Attributes
Attribute

Type

value_of

string

Required Default

Description
Used with the “is” attribute to check the value
of a register, field, or special built-in variable.
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cpu_name_matches regex

Used to see if the connected target core name
matches one of the provided regular
expressions.

condition

string

Used to evaluate the named condition.

is

expr

Specifies an expression to be evaluated against
the resource named in the “value_of” or
“condition” attribute.

write_enabled

string

Used with the “write” attribute to check the
write enablement of a register or field.

write

hex or
decimal
value

Used with the “write_enabled” attribute to
specify the value to be written and verified.

Permitted Children
There no defined child elements.
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Using “value_of” and “is” attributes
The following expressions can be used with the “value_of” attribute:
“value_of” Expression

Description

registerId

Returns the value of the specified register.

registerId::fieldId

Returns the integer value of the specified field within the specified register.

[TCBREV]

Returns the TCB revision of the connected target.

[NUMINTERRUPTS+1*8] Returns the number of configured interrupts on the target.
[SERIES_NUM]

Used with mm_register_series to determine which register in the series is
being discovered.

The “is” attribute specifies and expression that is used to evaluate the value specified in the value_of attribute.
The following expression syntaxes are supported:
“is” Expression

Description

== <value>
eq <value>

Returns true is the value or the resource is exactly equal to <value>

gt <value>

Returns true is the value or the resource is greater than <value>

gte <value>

Returns true is the value or the resource is greater than <value>

lt <value>

Returns true is the value or the resource is greater than <value>

lte <value>

Returns true is the value or the resource is greater than <value>
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!= <value>
ne <value>

Returns true is the value or the resource is greater than <value>

The <value> portion of the “is” attribute expression can be:
Keyword

Description

Decimal Constant

The value of a decimal constant.

Hexadecimal Constant

The value of a hexadecimal constant. If the hex constant consists
only of decimal digits, then the constant must be prefixed with “0x”.

<register-id>

The value of the specified register. If the specified register cannot be
discovered, then the entire discovery evaluation will fail.

< register-id >::< field-id >

The value of the specified field within the specified register. If the
specified register cannot be discovered, then the entire discovery
evaluation will fail.

[SERIES_NUM]

Used with mm_register_series to determine which register in the
series is being discovered.

Using “condition” and “is” attributes
The “condition” attribute is used to specify the name of a condition defined using the <condition> element. The
“is” attribute, when used with a “condition” attribute, must be either “true” or “false”. Usage is shown in this
example:
<condition id=”ConditionA”>
<discover_by>
*
</discover_by>
</condition>
<cop_register id=”RegisterA”>
<discover_by>
<checking_if condition=”ConditionA” is=”true”/>
</discover_by>
</cop_register>
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<cop_register id=”RegisterB”>
<discover_by>
<checking_if condition=”ConditionA” is=”false”/>
</discover_by>
</cop_register>

Using the “write_enabled” and “write” attributes
Determining the presence of some functional blocks on some processor cores is accomplished by writing a value
to a specific register or field, then reading the value back and checking to see if the same value is read. These
two attributes are used to implement this check in cases where register discovery may depend on it.
<cop_register id=”RegisterC”>
<proc list=”default”>
<field id=”E” bits=”5:5”>
</proc>
</cop_register>
<cop_register id=”RegisterD”>
<discover_by>
<checking_if write_enabled=”RegisterC::M” write=”1”/>
</discover_by>
</cop_register>

Using the “cpu_name_matches” attribute
This attribute is used to determine the processor running on the connected target platform. The value of the
attribute is a comma separated list of regular expressions that will be used to match against the processor name
provided by Navigator Console. When more than one regular expression is specified, they are evaluated left-toright and the evaluation stops when the first match is detected. The regular expressions are evaluated in a caseinsensitive manner. The following two examples are equivalent.
<cop_register id=”RegisterB”>
<discover_by>
<checking_if cpu_name_matches="5K.*, 20Kc, 24K.*"/>
</discover_by>
</cop_register>
<cop_register id=”RegisterB”>
<discover_by>
<or>
<checking_if cpu_name_matches="5K.*"/>
<checking_if cpu_name_matches="20Kc"/>
<checking_if cpu_name_matches="24K.*"/>
</or>
</discover_by>
</cop_register>
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More Discovery Examples
Example 1
<cop_register id=”RegisterA”>
<proc list=”default”>
<field id=”M” bits=”0:0”>
</proc>
</cop_register>
<cop_register id=”RegisterB”>
<discover_by>
<checking_if value_of=”RegisterA::M” is=”== 1”/>
</discover_by>
</cop_register>

In this example:



RegisterA has no discovery logic and so is assumed to be present on all processors.
RegisterB checks the value of the “M” field in RegisterA by reading the value from the connected target.
If the value is equal to 1, then RegisterB is discovered and present on the target.

Example 2
In example 2, RegisterB is discovered and present only if bit M of RegisterA is not equal to bit X of RegisterA.
<cop_register id=”RegisterA”>
<proc list=”default”>
<field id=”M” bits=”0:0”/>
<field id=”X” bits=”1:1”/>
</proc>
</cop_register>
<cop_register id=”RegisterB”>
<discover_by>
<checking_if value_of=”RegisterA::M” is=”ne RegisterA::X”/>
</discover_by>
</cop_register>

Example 3
Example 3 represents the identical discovery logic as example 2, but in this case the logic is expressed using the
<and> and <or> elements.
<cop_register id=”RegisterB”>
<discover_by>
<or>
<and>
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<checking_if
<checking_if
</and>
<and>
<checking_if
<checking_if
</and>
<or>
</discover_by>
</cop_register>

value_of=”RegisterA::M” is=”== 1”/>
value_of=”RegisterA::X” is=”== 0”/>
value_of=”RegisterA::M” is=”== 0”/>
value_of=”RegisterA::X” is=”== 1”/>
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Socket Command Interface
Target Register Editor has a socket command interface that allows any external program (that support the
socket API) to send commands and receive responses. The protocol is a simple string-based ascii command
syntax.

Command Parameters
Commands handled through this interface typically have a syntax that look like:
<cmd> <register-id>[::<field-id>] <otherparams…> [<device-id>[::<tc-number>]]

All parameters are delineated by whitespace.
Resource Specifier
The resource specifier parameter identifies the register or register field of interest.
The syntax of the resource specifier is:
<register-id>[::<field-id>]
<register-id>[:<field-id>]
<register-id>[[<field-id>]]
<register-id>[/<field-id>]

The <register-id> and <field-id> terms must be the ID of the register and field as defined by the active register
database. The terms enclosed in (the outer-most) square brackets are optional (in this case, only used when
accessing a field).
Examples:
Config::M
Config:M
Config[M]
Config/M

These three examples are equivalent.
If a register or field ID cannot be resolved, or the register cannot be discovered, then the command will fail with
an appropriate error message.
Device Specifier
The device specifier parameter identifies device, and optionally, the TC on the target.
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The syntax of the device specifier is:
[<device-id>[::<tc-number>]]
[<device-id>[:<tc-number>]]
[<device-id>[[<tc-number>]]]
[<device-id>[/<tc-number>]]

In most cases the entire device specifier parameter is optional. When not provided the device to use if
determined by the following steps:
1. Use the device from the most recent “select-device” command.
2. If no “select-device” command has been received, use the currently selected
device.

The <device-id> can be either the device name or the jtag-index of the device expressed as an integer. The
correct device name is the name displayed by the “dev” command in Navigator Console.
On target devices that have TC’s the TC number must be specified for any register that exists per-tc (and must
not be specified for any register that is not per-tc). An error is returned letting you know this.
Examples:
mips_24k
c0v0::1
c0v0:1
c0v0[1]

Protocol
A command (inbound) is expressed as a single line of text terminated by a line-feed or null-character.
A command result (outbound) consists of one or more lines of text. The last line (and only line in some cases)
will be a line of text that contains only “END”. This marks the end of the command. Target Register Editor will
go into command receive mode after sending this line. The client program must look for this line in order to
know that the command is complete.
If an error occurs, then the error will be reported. Each line of the error report will begin with “ERROR: “.
The socket connection is held only for the duration of a single command. The client program must initiate a new
socket connect for each command sent.
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Command Reference
Command Summary
This table shows a summary of all commands (dimmed commands are planned, but not yet implemented).
(read | r) <register-id>[::<field-id>] [<device-id>[::<tc-number>]]
(write | w) <register-id>[::<field-id>] <value> [<device-id>[::<tc-number>]]
(address-of | a) <register-id>[::<field-id>] [<device-id>[::<tc-number>]]
(select-device | s) <device-id>
(search-registers | ?r) <regex>
(search-fields | ?f) <regex>
(search-all | ? ) <regex>
(info | i) <register-id>[::<field-id>

Read Register
Reads the value of the specified register (or register field). The return string will be the hexadecimal value of the
register or field with a leading “0x”. Leading 0’s are not included.
<read-register | r> <register-id>[::<field-id>] [<device-id>[::<tc-number>]]

Example:
read-register Config
0x11AE4FC
END
r Config::M
0x1
END

Write Register
Write the specified value to the specified register (or register field). There is no return string (other than the
“END” command-terminator).
<write-register | w> <register-id>[::<field-id>] <value> [<device-id>[::<tc-number>]]

Example:
write-register Index 0x2
END
w Config::KU 0x1
END
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Address Of
Returns the “address” of the register. The format of the address is dependent on the type of register specified.
The field-id portion, if provided, is ignored.
<address-of | a> <register-id>[::<field-id>] [<device-id>[::<tc-number>]]

Example:
For COP registers, the address is expressed as: <cop-number> <cop-index> <cop-select>, all as decimal integers.
address-of Config
0 16 0
END

For GPR registers, the register number is returned.
a zero
0
END
address-of at
1
END
a r1
1
END

For Memory Mapped Register the memory address of the register is returned as a hexadecimal value with a
leading “0x”.
address-of ControlOne
0x1FF01234
END
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